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ABSTRACT
Friend relations in Facebook have been used to access private and sensitive user data, post false or abusive information on the timelines and news feeds of victims, and scam and influence the perceptions of victims. In a qualitative study with 35 participants who use Facebook we found that they often confirm invitations received from sockpuppet accounts. Some participants claimed prior exposure to such invitations and exhibited increased awareness. However, in our study several such participants have also confirmed at least one sockpuppet invitation. To take steps toward addressing this problem, in this paper we introduce a new interface to inform, educate and nudge users to inspect their Facebook friend invitations before making a decision, and avoid confirming invitations received from suspicious accounts. We propose a classifier to detect undesirable friend invitations and use it to prioritize a must-see pending friend list. In studies with 145 participants, we found that when compared to a control, Facebook-like interface, our solution reduced confirmed friend invitations from sockpuppet accounts by 42.6 percentage points, reduced blind confirmations of such accounts by 22.6 percentage points, and increased the inspected profiles of such accounts by 54.67 percentage points. We show that when trained on only a few user decisions from these studies, our classifier predicted the user decisions for pending friends with an F1-measure of 96.52%.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Privacy protections; Social aspects of security and privacy; Spoofing attacks;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social networks like Facebook are used to collect and infer private and sensitive information from users [15], inject content to change user perception [22], scam and spam users [1], mislead stock market predictions [8], and distribute fake news, misinformation, propaganda and malware [16, 18]. Friend relationships are one gateway through which such attacks can take place. This is because in sites like Facebook, where users tend to disclose honest self-representations [12], their data are often shared by default with their friends.

Previous work [4, 9] has shown that less than half of cyber abuse victims subsequently adopt self-protective behaviors (SPBs) [30]. The rational choice perspective (RCT) [6] interpretation of this fact is that victims are more likely to adopt SPBs when they perceive the benefits of preventing repeat victimization to be higher than the cost of prevention [17]. In this paper we further posit that in social networks like Facebook, users repeatedly accept friend invitations from the accounts of potentially abusive strangers [1] for three additional reasons. First, Facebook provides users with an insufficient background to make an informed decision about the accounts that seek to befriend them, and also pressure users into confirming them. Second, some users lack the knowledge required to (1) understand the potential for abuse of often appealing stranger accounts and (2) identify and adopt appropriate SPBs. Third, Facebook’s interface clutters user’s pending requests in a single screen which increases their perceived cognitive load, which can be approximated by the number of interactions that the users think will be required by the page [10].

Case in point, in a qualitative study (n = 35) we asked participants who use Facebook to either confirm, delete or skip decisions for a mix of their real pending friends in Facebook and five synthetic friends shown. We found that 24 participants have each confirmed at least one out of the five synthetic friends shown. We further report vulnerability even among educated participants who claimed and exhibited increased awareness to invitations received from sockpuppet accounts.

In this paper we introduce FriendLock, a new UI design to process Facebook pending friends. FriendLock seeks to complement existing solutions that detect and eliminate abusive accounts [13, 33],

1[Urban Dictionary]: Feeling pressured to add as friend someone who you typically would not, due to association with one of your friends.
by involving users in the decision process for accounts that escape abuse detection. FriendLock provides soft-paternalistic mechanisms or “nudges” [5, 31], for users to investigate their pending requests, and reduce their impulse to blindly confirm them as friends, without affecting their autonomy.

FriendLock further leverages the above synthetic pending friend concept to educate users about the dangers of blindly accepting friend invitations. We develop educational material to enable users to identify and avoid synthetic friends, and raise awareness about the importance of carefully considering each pending friend.

In addition, to reduce the cognitive load when processing pending friends, FriendLock leverages a filtering device to help users cope with "overmanning" [32]. Specifically, we introduce a novel combination of a pending friend classifier and a must-see pending list: The classifier identifies friend invitations that are non-suspicious and are unlikely to be ignored by the user. The user is shown with priority these must-see invitations; the order may change in time as more information becomes available through the social network.

In quantitative user studies with 145 participants we found that when compared to the control Facebook-like interface, FriendLock reduced the percentage of confirmed synthetic friends to 8% from 50.6%, increased the number of inspected synthetic friend profiles to 82% from 27.33%, and decreased the percentage of blind confirms for synthetic friends from 55.9% to 33.3%. Further, when trained with only five past decisions per user and using externally-accessible features alone, FriendLock’s pending friend classifier achieved an F1 score of 84.08%. The F1 score increased to 96.52% when trained on features alone, FriendLock’s pending friend classifier achieved an F1 score of 84.08%. The F1 score increased to 96.52% when trained on 25 past decisions per user. In summary, we introduce the following contributions:

- **Study user perceptions and vulnerabilities.** We analyze user perceptions and reasons to confirm and reject friend invitations, that reveal both vulnerabilities and abuse awareness. We confirm through quantitative and qualitative studies that participants often confirm blindly friend invitations received from synthetic accounts.
- **Interface designs for pending friends.** We introduce a new UI design to process received friend invitations, that encourages users to carefully evaluate pending friends, and raises awareness to suspicious friend invitations.
- **Predict user decisions.** We develop a classifier to identify invitations from suspicious or likely to be ignored accounts, and introduce a must-see pending invitation list to help users regulate their relationship boundaries.
- **Experimental results.** We introduce metrics to evaluate responses to pending friends. We provide ground truth evidence that FriendLock reduces the user vulnerability to invitations from synthetic accounts.

**2 RELATED WORK**

Previous work on detecting abusive accounts includes using graph structure and features of friend accounts [25, 34] and studying spam propagation patterns [19]. Yu [35] further surveys efforts to detect sockpuppet or fake accounts in social networks, many of which also use social graph connections [14]. Facebook uses a variety of techniques to detect sockpuppet and abusive accounts. For instance,
We conjecture that Facebook users can learn to detect and carefully evaluate friend requests received from stranger accounts with the potential for cyber abuse. To evaluate and leverage this hypothesis, we have extended FriendLock with an education component: when the user accesses the pending friend list, FriendLock displays $m$ ($m = 3$ in our studies) synthetic profiles in succession, using the UI of Figure 2(a).

For each such synthetic friend, if the user blindly confirms the invitation, i.e., without exploring the user’s profile, FriendLock displays the message “We generated this synthetic profile to help you make better decisions in the future. Such profiles could belong to a scammer who wants access to your profile data, timeline and newsfeed”. If the user chooses to delete, FriendLock displays the message “Great choice! This was a synthetic profile, that we generated to help you make safer decisions in the future”.

Following the first $m$ synthetic profiles FriendLock continues to display the participant’s actual pending friends, randomly mixed with other synthetic friends (different from the first $m$). However, at this stage FriendLock no longer shows the warning or congratulation messages following the user processing of synthetic friends.

4.3 Classifying Pending Friend Invites and the Must-See List

More than 22% of the participants in our studies had more than 20 pending friends. Participants in our online studies ignored, i.e., skipped 24.11% (550 out of 2281) of friend invitations. 86.66% (104 out of 120) participants made at least one skip decision. To help reduce the cognitive load in evaluating pending friend requests, we introduce a pending friend classifier that seeks to identify undesirable invitations, i.e., friend invitations that are likely to be ignored by the user or friend invitations that should be ignored by the user.

We trained a supervised learning model to predict the user decisions on pending friend requests using features that we extracted from the data that we collected in our user studies from Facebook users and their pending friends. The data was collected through various ways including our questionnaire, APIs and profile crawler. The features we extracted from the user include gender, age, region, occupation, education, sharing preferences, frequency of invitation reception, account use, number of friends, number of pending friends, device price, device age, and percentage of past confirm, delete and skip decisions.

The features we extracted from the user and the pending friend include pending friend gender and age, the number of mutual friends, whether they live in the same city or have the same hometown, and profile inspection count.

We can use this classifier to split the list of pending friends into a must-see and an undesirable list. Both lists are sorted in decreasing order of the likelihood that the invite will not be ignored by the user. FriendLock displays profiles from these lists when the user taps the Must-See Requests and Other Requests buttons respectively, shown at the top of the screen, see Figure 2(a). In section Evaluation of the Friend Invite Classifier we experimentally evaluate this classifier.
5 METHODS

We now detail our studies, including in-person interviews to investigate user perception and reaction to pending friends and quantitative studies with online participants to evaluate FriendLock.

5.1 Qualitative Study

In order to study the reasons to accept synthetic friends and observe whether an intervention can influence the desire to blindly accept such requests, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 35 consenting participants. We have recruited 20 of these participants in-person, at various locations in the US (e.g., supermarkets, grocery stores, restaurants, social events). We recruited the other 15 participants online, from JobBoy.com, and performed the interviews over Skype.

The 21 male and 14 female participants were between 18-65 years old (M = 32, SD = 10.74), with diverse backgrounds ranging from accountant to waitress, and elementary education to graduate degree. The participants had between 36 and 3,131 Facebook friends with an average of 505 friends (M = 308, SD = 694.11).

During the interview we used a FriendLock version that displays each of the pending and synthetic friends, in random order, one by one, on the screen, but does not include confirm, delete and skip buttons. Instead, we asked each participant to either confirm or delete each pending friend, and recorded their answers.

The participants took an average 38 minutes (M = 35, SD = 8.43) to complete the interview, and we paid them 15 USD.

Annotation. We recorded the audio of all interview sessions, with the consent of the participants, and transcribed relevant segments. We also took field notes during each interview. We reviewed field notes immediately following each interview, and noted tentative insights in field memos. Analysis of the data was an ongoing process until the responses reached saturation. We labeled the surveys and audio records with each participant ID, to link participant responses and audio transcripts. Two coders independently and thematically analyzed audio recordings for the discussion periods, and performed “macro-level lumper coding” [24]. The coders individually reviewed 40% of all responses, and any disagreements about code assignments were resolved through discussion. The 43 coded responses produced an excellent inter-rater reliability, with an overall Cohen’s kappa (k) coefficient of 0.89 with an agreement of 96.12%. We then single-coded the remaining responses.

5.2 Quantitative Investigation

To evaluate FriendLock we have conducted user studies with 145 online participants that we recruited from JobBoy.com. The jobs we posted asked each participant to install one of our apps from the Google Play store, use it to login to their Facebook accounts and follow the instructions on the screen. We have only recruited participants who had at least 30 Facebook friends and at least one pending friend, had access to an Android device, and were at least 18 years old. We applied a cryptographic hash function to the Facebook
account IDs and used the anonymized IDs to ensure that each human participated only once in our studies.

To evaluate the impact of various FriendLock components we divided the 145 participants randomly into three groups. Participants in the first group (n = 35) were asked to install and use a version of FriendLock without the education component. Participants in the second group (n = 68) were asked to install FriendLock with the education component. Participants in the third group (n = 42) were asked to install a control app, described below.

Control App. To evaluate the impact of FriendLock we have designed a control app that emulates the Facebook interface for processing pending friends, see Figure 2(c). We have shown this app only to a control group. The app shows a mix of all the pending friends of the user and five synthetic friends. The real and synthetic friends are listed in random order, and shown on a single screen. When the user taps the “Proceed” button at the bottom of the screen, the app displays the next screen only if the user has made a decision for each entry in the list. Otherwise, the app changes the current screen to include an additional, “Skip” button for each pending friend. The app also pops up a message asking the user to make a decision for each pending friend. The reasons for this design are that we want the initial app to look similar to Facebook, however, we also want participants to make an explicit decision for each friend, without forcing them to decide between “Confirm” and “Delete”. As mentioned above, the user can inspect the profile of each pending friend by tapping on the profile photo or name of the friend.

Both FriendLock and the control app have the following functionality.

Attention check and tutorial. Before login, FriendLock displays an instructional manipulation check [21], to verify that the participant understands English, reads all the text, understands and follows simple instructions. Following login, while loading the Facebook data of the user’s pending friends, the app displays a tutorial screen. To ensure the quality of the data collected, we discarded the data of 25 participants (out of the total of 145 participants) who failed the attention check or declared an incorrect location, i.e., inconsistent with both the Facebook listed location and the device IP address.

Post-study questionnaire. After processing pending friends, FriendLock displays screens with multiple-choice questions about the user’s age range, gender, occupation, the highest level of education, the age of their Facebook account, the frequency of Facebook use, and the frequency of received friend invitations.

Demographics. Of the 120 participants that remained after the above selection process, 69.16% were male and 30.84% female, and were between 18-70 years old (M = 25, SD = 7.56). The top 5 countries of the participants are Bangladesh 25.0%, India 22.50%, USA 11.66%, Nepal 5.83% and Pakistan 5.0%. The participants had diverse occupations, and education levels, with high-school and bachelor’s degrees being most frequent (30.83% and 45.0% respectively).

Payment screen. The final screen of the app displays a code, which the user needs in order to prove completion of the app experience and redeem their payment. We have paid each participant, including the ones whose data we discarded, $3, for an average job completion time of 11.18 minutes (M = 11.58, SD = 3.18).

Data. We have collected from each participant the total number of friends, gender, country of origin (selected from a drop-down menu), answers to the post-study questionnaire, and, for each processed pending friend, its type (true pending or synthetic), the user decision and timing.

Evaluation Metrics. We used several metrics to evaluate user behaviors concerning their pending friends: (1) Decision split, i.e., the number of pending friends confirmed, deleted and skipped, (2) Inspected profiles, the number of pending friend profiles inspected, and (3) Blind confirmations, the number of pending friends confirmed without prior profile inspection.

5.3 Ethical Considerations

We have developed our protocols to interact with participants and collect data in an ethical, IRB-approved manner. For analysis purposes, we only stored anonymized data that we extracted from the participants or their pending friends. The actual raw data was only displayed to the participants during the study. Further, we did not exfiltrate and store Facebook listed locations of the participants or their IP addresses, but only the user-selected country of domicile, if consistent with the IP address. Since we do not preserve this information, its handling does not fall within the PII definition of NIST SP 800-122 [3]. Under GDPR [2], the use of the information without context, e.g., name or personal identification number, is not considered to be "personal information". We communicated our data collection process during recruitment and in the consent form, and we recruited only consenting participants. We paid all the recruited participants, regardless of them passing the attention check screen.

6 FINDINGS

We first present our findings from the qualitative study, then compare user behaviors when using FriendLock with and without the education component, against the control app.

6.1 Qualitative Study: Perceptions of Friend Invitations

All participants in the qualitative study were shown five synthetic profiles mixed randomly with their real pending friends. During the first round, 37% (i.e., 65 of the total 175) of the synthetic pending friends were confirmed by the 35 participants. In 36 of these cases, the participants confirmed such synthetic friends even though they later said that they did not trust them, had a negative feeling about them, or thought they would be abusive in the future. 24 of the 35 participants have confirmed at least one synthetic pending friend, with five participants confirming all such friends.

In 14 instances, participants claimed to have confirmed a synthetic account because they found them attractive. In seven cases participants claimed to have a common background with the synthetic friend, even though none was possible. For instance, P3 (42 years old male grocery store owner) said about a synthetic friend:

“she looks like I have seen her in my store before. I don’t remember exactly when.”

Five participants accepted all shown synthetic friends. Three of them revealed low technical expertise to be the reason for their
vulnerability to such invitations. For instance, P16 (27 years old unemployed male with a high school degree) said:

“I normally accept all requests at once without checking. Every few months I go over all of my friends and delete the ones that seem to be fake.”

P33 (53 years old male businessman) said:

“I am still a little scared about the technology. My nephew helped me to create this account. Most of the time I press this (confirm) button when I see a request.”

Two participants however claimed a perceived tight control over their activities. For instance, P34 (32 years old male engineer) said:

“My Facebook privacy settings are very strict. Only my close Facebook friends can see my personal information. That’s why I normally don’t mind adding people.”

P27 (65 years old male professor) motivated his decision to accept 3 synthetic friends, by a perceived safety of his posts:

“I’m obsessive about what I post on Facebook, only pictures that I’d be comfortable with the world seeing, and innocuous posts. That’s why I don’t mind accepting strange friend requests.”

62.8% (110 of 175) of the synthetic friend invitations were rejected by the 35 participants. 30 of the 35 participants have rejected at least one synthetic pending friend, with 11 participants rejecting all such friends. Most of the synthetic requests were rejected because the participants identified the profile to be fake. For instance, P2 (27 years old male grad student) said:

“This account looks like a fake account to me. The picture of the profile is a popular actress in Hong Kong.”

Some participants exhibited an increased awareness due to past experiences. For instance, P13 (26 years old female grad student) said:

“I recently got a friend request from a profile picture that was artificially generated. Now I became so concerned about accepting any request from an unknown face.”

Some participants rejected several of their actual pending friend invitations, for reasons that include past abuse, perceived lack of connection and vanity. For instance, P15 (34 years old female office clerk) said:

“I was once harassed by a group of men in my former workplace. Since then I am scared of accepting any man as Facebook friend.”

P32 (30 years old female high school teacher) said:

“I think this man is desperate. We met just yesterday at a bus ticket station and chatted for 2 minutes. Now he added me on Facebook the next day,” while P2 said “I only accept a friend if I know him or her personally and if I have a strong connection.”

This reveals participant exposure to undesirable invitations in their everyday Facebook interactions, and suggests benefits for FriendLock’s invitation classifier and must-see pending list. In the following we evaluate the protection provided by FriendLock against synthetic profiles, when compared against the control app.

### 6.2 Quantitative Studies: Impact of Our Interfaces

In the following we use a significance level of $\alpha = 0.05$ in all the statistical tests. We used the Bonferroni correction method to account for Type I errors when performing multiple comparisons across groups.

**Facebook usage details.** 50% of the participant Facebook accounts were between 3 and 5 years old, while 19.16% were over 10 years old. Participants had between 30 and 2,720 Facebook friends, with an average of 574 ($M = 323$, $SD = 588.84$). The participants declared diverse frequency of Facebook account use, ranging from frequent (every hour 24.16%, several times a day 31.66%, once a day 7.50%), to less frequent (several times a week 10.83%, once a week 8.33% and occasionally 17.50%). None of the participants declared to rarely access their accounts. Most participants declared that they received friend invitations either once a week (36.66%), once a month (35.83%), or occasionally (25.83%). Participants had an average of 12 pending friends ($M = 13$, $SD = 6.71$). 27 participants had each at least 20 pending friends.

**Decision split.** Figure 3(a) compares the percentage of synthetic and real pending friends that were confirmed, deleted or skipped by the participants who used the control, FriendLock without education and FriendLock with education apps. We observe that 50.6% (76/150) of synthetic pending invitations were confirmed through the control app, compared with 24.7% (37/150) through FriendLock w/o education, and 8% (24/300) through FriendLock with education.

A two-proportion one sided z-test ($H_0 : p_{cb} = p_{fb}$ vs. $H_a : p_{cb} > p_{fb}$, where $p_{cb}$ and $p_{fb}$ are the proportion of synthetic friends confirmed under the control and FriendLock w/o education treatment respectively) produced a $p_{value} < 0.05$ ($z = 4.64$), suggesting that the proportion of synthetic pending friends confirmed is statistically significantly lower for the FriendLock w/o education group. The portion of accepted synthetic friend requests in the FriendLock with education group was further significantly lower than that in the FriendLock w/o education ($z = 4.86$, $p_{value} < 0.05$), suggesting significant impact of the education component. However, in the case of actual pending friends, in FriendLock and FriendEdu studies, we did not observe a significant decrease in the number of confirmed requests or increase in the number of skipped requests compared to the control study. This suggests that, our FriendLock versions would not impair the user’s ability to correctly decide about their actual pending friends.

In addition, in both FriendLock groups, participants confirmed fewer actual pending friend invitations, compared to the control: 30.66% in FriendLock with education and 27.16% in FriendLock w/o education vs. 37.46% in the control group. A two-proportion one sided z-test revealed the portion of confirmed actual pending friends in both FriendLock groups to be significantly lower than that of control study ($z = 2.78$, $p_{value} < 0.05$ and $z = 2.35$, $p_{value} < 0.05$ respectively). However, this test did not show any significant impact for FriendLock’s education component against FriendLock ($z = 1.073$, $p_{value} = 0.85$).

**Inspected profiles.** Figure 3(b) compares the percentage of profiles inspected, grouped by the type of friend request (synthetic or actual pending), in the control and FriendLock groups. Overall, we note that while in the control Facebook-like UI, 15.33% (94/613) of the
pending friend invitations were inspected, both FriendLock without education and with education increased the number of inspected profiles, to 25% (122/475) and 53% (643/1193) respectively. A two-sample test showed that the proportion of inspected profiles in the FriendLock without education study is statistically significant higher than that of control \( (z = -4.24, p\_value < 0.05) \), while the proportion of inspected profiles in further statistically increased by the education module \( (z = -10.43, p\_value < 0.05) \). These results are also statistically significant per friend type (i.e., actual pending and synthetic).

**Blind confirmations.** Figure 3(c) shows the percentage of pending friends who were confirmed blindly, i.e., without prior profile inspection, by type of friend request. On the whole, we observe that in the control study 44.12% (229/519) of invites were confirmed blindly, while both FriendLock flavors reduced the proportion of blind confirmations, to 36.15% (128/354) and 41.56% (229/551) respectively. A hypothesis test showed that the difference between the control and FriendLock without education is significant \( (z = 2.35, p\_value = 0.0113) \), but it did not show a significant difference with the education component \( (z = 0.84, p\_value = 0.216) \).

As can be seen from Figure 3(c), this is due to the actual pending friends, where the number of blind confirmations is higher: participants are likely to have seen the actual pending requests in the past, thus were more familiar with pending friends. However, we observe a statistically significant reduction in the number of blind confirmations of synthetic invitations, from the control (55.96%) to FriendLock without education (37.36%; \( z = 2.62, p\_value < 0.05 \)), and also impact of education (33.33%, \( z = 2.72, p\_value < 0.05 \)).

### 6.3 Evaluation of the Friend Invite Classifier

We trained the pending friend classifier model (see Classifying Pending Friend Invites and the Must-See List) using data that we collected from our control study. We chose the control study data as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>( k )</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GBM</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>81.47%</td>
<td>78.75%</td>
<td>80.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>96.75%</td>
<td>96.29%</td>
<td>96.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>85.49%</td>
<td>82.72%</td>
<td>84.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>92.22%</td>
<td>88.88%</td>
<td>90.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>81.02%</td>
<td>79.67%</td>
<td>80.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>94.23%</td>
<td>92.59%</td>
<td>93.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>70.91%</td>
<td>70.66%</td>
<td>70.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>86.17%</td>
<td>85.18%</td>
<td>85.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>65.96%</td>
<td>59.78%</td>
<td>62.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>77.77%</td>
<td>77.77%</td>
<td>77.77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Precision, Recall, and F1 measure for different machine learning classifiers as a function of the history length \( k \). RF achieves an F1 of 84.08% considering only 5 previous friend requests while GBM achieves an F1 of 96.52% when trained on the past 24 decisions.
Table 1 shows the Precision, Recall, and F1 measure for different machine learning classifiers. When trained on only the first five decisions of each participant, RF outperformed GBM, NB, MLR, and KNN. Specifically, RF achieved an F1 of 84.08%, with a precision of 85.49% and a recall of 82.72%. However, when trained on the first 25 decisions of a participant, GBM outperformed all the other classifiers with a precision of 96.75%, recall of 96.29% and F1 measure of 96.52%. RF achieved an F1 measure of 90.52%.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have analyzed user perceptions and reasons to confirm and reject friend invitations in Facebook, and found both participant vulnerabilities and abuse awareness. We confirmed through quantitative and qualitative studies, that participants often blindly and quickly confirm friend invitations received in Facebook from synthetic accounts. We have developed classifiers and new designs of interfaces to process pending invitations. We believe that FriendLock’s substantial reduction in the total number of confirmed synthetic friends and in the number of participants who confirmed at least one such friend, is essential in protecting against fake friend invitations and subsequent attacks. We further emphasize the importance of FriendLock’s increase in the number of inspected pending friend profiles. This suggests that users can be trained to avoid making automatic decisions with important security implications. We consider this study as a preliminary research. To further confirm the validity of our findings, we plan to conduct future large-scale user studies with a larger number of participants.
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